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RSS lib not parsing links in description

Status
● Open

Subject
RSS lib not parsing links in description

Version
1.9.x
2.x
3.x
4.x

Category
- Error

Feature
RSS
 Modules

Submitted by
freelikegnu

Lastmod by
freelikegnu

Rating
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0)

Description
It seems that if links are in the <description> tag of an RSS2 xml. With Firefox (or equiv) see http://scourgeweb.org/svnlogs/log2-rss.xml for an example of how it should render.

It does not render correctly in the RSS user module. The link URLs are broken and don't include the <a href="domain.tld/path"> only the link description of the path is displayed.

Priority
25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance

Ticket ID
3099

Created
Saturday 03 April, 2010 16:28:21 GMT-0000
Comments

drsassafras 26 Feb 20 17:36 GMT-0000
Is this still an issue? If so please update the version information the the ticket.
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